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BWCA DISCLAIMER
The BWCA is not responsible for the contents or reliability of the links in this website to
the external websites of its Members. The inclusion of these does not constitute an
endorsement of them, and linking to these sites is at the users own risk.
These links should not be regarded as recommendations or promotions of any particular
product or product provider, and the BWCA does not accept responsibility for the content
or the privacy practices of such websites, nor for any transactions between the user and
such websites.
The BWCA makes no warranties or representations of any kind, whether express or
implied, including but not limited to any implied warranties of satisfactory quality, fitness
for a particular purpose of any products advertising or supplied through such links
including but limited to where members of BWCA may supply products other than bottled
water coolers and plumbed-in water coolers of the ‘sealed system’ type (as more
particularly described under the BWCA Bylaws 1.4).
The BWCA will not (to the greatest extent permissible by law) be liable for any loss or
damage suffered by any person related to the supply of such products. Whilst the BWCA
has taken every care to compile accurate information and to keep it up-to-date, it cannot
guarantee its correctness and completeness. The information provided on this site does
not constitute business, or other professional advise, and is subject to change.
Contract Bottlers supply bulk quantities of bottled water to BWCA Distributor Members and
other service providers of bottled water coolers. If you own a bottled water cooler and
require a supply of bottled water please search for a Distributor Member.
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